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Abstrat

Higher-order languages, suh as Haskell, enourage the programmer to build abstrations

by omposing funtions. A good ompiler must inline many of these alls to reover an

eÆiently exeutable program.

In priniple, inlining is dead simple: just replae the all of a funtion by an instane of

its body. But any ompiler-writer will tell you that inlining is a blak art, full of deliate

ompromises that work together to give good performane without unneessary ode bloat.

The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to artiulate the key lessons we learned from

a full-sale \prodution" inliner, the one used in the Glasgow Haskell ompiler. We fous

mainly on the algorithmi aspets, but we also provide some indiative measurements to

substantiate the importane of various aspets of the inliner.
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1 Introdution

One of the trikiest aspets of a ompiler for a funtional language is the handling

of inlining. In a funtional-language ompiler, inlining subsumes several other op-

timisations that are traditionally treated separately, suh as opy propagation and

jump elimination. As a result, e�etive inlining is partiularly ruial in getting

good performane.

The Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) is an optimising ompiler for Haskell that

has evolved over a period of about ten years. We have repeatedly been through a

yle of looking at the ode it produes, identifying what ould be improved, and

going bak to the ompiler to make it produe better ode. It is our experiene that

the inliner is a lead player in many of these improvements. No other single aspet

of the ompiler has reeived so muh attention.

This paper reports on seleted algorithmi aspets of GHC's inliner, fousing on

aspets that were not obvious to us | that is to say, aspets that we got wrong

to begin with. For the sake of onreteness we fous throughout on GHC, but we

stress that the lessons we learned are appliable to any ompiler for a funtional

language, and indeed perhaps to ompilers for other languages too.

1.1 Overview of the ompiler

GHC uses the \ompilation by transformation" approah to ompiling Haskell

(PJS98). After parsing, resolving lexial sopes, and typeheking, the Haskell

soure is desugared into a small, pure, expliitly-typed intermediate language alled

the GHC Core language. Many Core-to-Core transformations are applied to this

intermediate form, before it is fed to the bak end for ode generation. Figure 1

illustrates this struture.

Some of the Core-to-Core transformations are global, module-at-a-time passes,

suh as stritness analysis (PP93), or let-oating (PPS96); these are depited \Opt

i

"

in Figure 1. Many other useful transformations, are purely loal, and are olleted

together into a single pass, alled the simpli�er. The most important single trans-

formation performed by the simpli�er is inlining, the fous of this paper. We often

refer to the \inliner" meaning \that part of the simpli�er that deals with inlining".

There is no separate pass that deals with inlining.

The deision whether or not to inline a funtion learly depends a great deal on

how often the funtion is alled { in partiular, a very important speial ase is

when the funtion has exatly one all site. So before eah pass of the simpli�er,

GHC runs an ourrene analyser that deorates eah binding site with ourrene

information.

The loal transformations implemented by the simpli�er often asade. In parti-

ular, inlining a funtion an often reveal new opportunities for (say) ase elimina-

tion or onstant folding, and these an in turn make a all site more attrative for

further inlining. Aordingly, the simpli�er tries hard to perform as many transfor-

mations as possible in a single pass. Despite this e�ort, we have found it impossible

to guarantee to omplete all transformations in a single pass, so we iterate the
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ourrene-analysis/simplify pass, as suggested by the inner loop-bak arrow in

Figure 1. We iterate the loop until the simpli�er indiates that no transformations

ourred, or until some arbitrary number (urrently 4) of iterations has ourred.

This entire algorithm is applied between other major passes.

1.2 Contributions of the paper

Most papers about inlining fous on how to hoose whether or not to inline a

funtion alled from many plaes. This is indeed an important question, but we

have found that we had to deal with quite a few other less obvious, but equally

interesting, issues.

Spei�ally, we desribe the following, whose order of presentation roughly follows

the ow of Figure 1:

Ourrene analysis. At �rst we were very onservative about inlining reursive

de�nitions; that is, we did not inline them at all. But we found that this strategy

sometimes behaves very badly. After a series of failed haks we developed a

simple, obviously-orret modi�ation to the ourrene analyser, that does the

job beautifully (Setion 3).

Name apture. A major issue for any ompiler, espeially for one that inlines

heavily, is name apture. Our initial brute-fore solution involved inonvenient

plumbing, but we have now evolved a simple and e�etive alternative, whih we

desribe in Setion 4.

Three-phase inlining. Beause the ompiler does so muh inlining, it is impor-

tant to get as muh as possible done in eah pass over the program. Yet one must

steer a areful path between doing too little work in eah pass, requiring extra

passes, and doing too muh work, leading to an exponential-ost algorithm. GHC

now identi�es three distint moments at whih an inlining deision may be taken

for a partiular de�nition, as we disuss in Setion 5.

Evaluation state. When inlining an expression it is important to retain the ex-

pression's lexial environment, whih gives the bindings of its free variables. But

at the inline site, the ompiler might know more about the evaluation state of

some of those free variables | most notably, a free variable might be known to

be (say) an evaluated pair at the inline site, but not at its original de�nition.

Some key transformations make use of this extra information, and laking it will

ause an extra pass over the ode. We desribe how to exploit our name-apture

solution to support aurate traking of both lexial and evaluation-state envi-

ronments in Setion 6.

Implementation sketh. To make the story more onrete, we sketh our im-

plementation in some detail, give some indiative performane measurements

(Setions 6 and 7).

None of the algorithms we desribe is individually very surprising. Perhaps be-

ause of this, the literature on the subjet is very sparse, and we are not aware

of published desriptions of any of our algorithms. Our ontribution is to abstrat

some of what we have learned, in the hope that we may help others avoid the

mistakes that we made.
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2 Preliminaries

We begin by setting the sene. First, we say exatly what we mean by \inlining"

(Setion 2.1) and introdue the fators that a�et the inlining deision (Setion 2.2).

Then we desribe the GHC Core language (Setion 2.3).

2.1 What is inlining?

Given a de�nition x = E, one an inline x at a partiular ourrene by replaing

the ourrene by E. (We use upper ase letters, suh as \E", to stand for arbitrary

expressions, and \==>" to indiate a program transformation.) For example:

let { f = \x -> x*3 } in f (a + b) - 

==>

(a+b)*3 - 

We have found it useful to identify three distint transformations that olletively

implement what we informally desribe as \inlining":

� Inlining itself replaes an ourrene of a let-bound variable by (a opy of)

the right-hand side of its de�nition. Inlining f in the example above goes like

this:

let { f = \x -> x*3 } in f (a + b) - 

==> [inline f℄

let { f = \x -> x*3 } in (\x -> x*3) (a + b) - 

Notie that not all the ourrenes of f need be inlined, and hene that the

original de�nition of f must, in general, be retained.

� Dead ode elimination disards bindings that are no longer used; this usually

ours when all ourrenes of a variable have been inlined. Continuing our

example gives:

let { f = \x -> x*3 } in (\x -> x*3) (a + b) - 

==> [dead f℄

(\x -> x*3) (a + b) - 

� �-redution simply rewrites a lambda appliation (\x->E) A to

let {x = A} in E. Applying �-redution to our running example gives:

(\x -> x*3) (a + b) - 

==> [beta℄

(let { x = a+b } in x*3) - 

The �rst of these is the triky one; the latter two are easy. In partiular, beta

redution simply reates a let binding.

In a lazy, purely funtional language, inlining and dead-ode elimination are

both unonditionally valid, or meaning-preserving. (Neither is valid, in general, in

a language permitting side e�ets, suh as Standard ML or Sheme.) In partiular,

notie that inlining is valid, regardless of

� the number of ourrenes of x,
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� whether or not the binding for x is reursive,

� whether or not E has free variables (that is, inlining of nested de�nitions is

perfetly �ne), and

� the syntati form of E (notably, whether or not it is a lambda abstration).

Conerning the last of these items, notie that we (unonventionally) use the term

\inline" equally for both funtions and non-funtions. Continuing the example, x

an now be inlined, and then dropped as dead ode, thus:

(let { x = a+b } in x*3) - 

==> [inline x℄

(let { x = a+b } in (a+b)*3) - 

==> [dead x℄

(a+b)*3 - 

In this ase, x is used exatly one, but we sometimes also inline non-funtions that

are used several times. Consider:

let x = (a,b)

in

...x...(ase x of { (p,q) -> p+1 })...

By inlining x we an then eliminate the ase to give

let x = (a,b)

in

...x...(a+1)...

In a similar way (when given bindings suh as x=y), inlining subsumes opy prop-

agation.

2.2 Fators a�eting inlining

To say that inlining is valid does not mean that it is desirable. Inlining might

inrease ode size, or dupliate work, so we need be areful about when to do it.

There are three distint fators to onsider:

� Does any ode get dupliated, and if so, how muh? For example, onsider

let f = \v -> ...big... in (f 3, f 4)

where \...big..." is a large expression. Then inlining f would not dupliate

any work (f will still be alled twie), but it will dupliate the ode for f's

body. Bloated programs are bad (inreased ompilation time, dereased ahe

hit rates), but inlining an often redue ode size by exposing new opportu-

nities for transformations. GHC uses a number of heuristis to determine

whether an expression is small enough to dupliate.

� Does any work get dupliated, and if so, how muh? For example, onsider

let x = foo 1000 in x+x
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where foo is expensive to ompute. Inlining x would result in two alls to foo

instead of one.

Work an be dupliated even if x only appears one:

let x = foo 1000

f = \y -> x * y

in ...(f 3)..(f 4)...

If we inline x at its (single) ourrene site, foo will be alled every time f is.

In general, we must be areful when inlining inside a lambda.

It is not hard to ome up with examples where a single inlining that dupliates

work gives rise to an arbitrarily large inrease in run time. GHC is therefore

very onservative about work dupliation. In general, GHC never dupliates

work unless it is sure that the dupliation is a small, bounded amount.

� Are any transformations exposed by inlining? Often this is the ase, as il-

lustrated in Setion 2.1. In general it is hard to predit whether any new

transformations will be exposed and, like other ompilers, we use a range of

heuristis to answer this question (Setion 7).

These onsiderations imply that inlining is not an optimisation \by itself". The

diret e�ets of areful inlining are small: it may dupliate ode or a onstant

amount of work, and usually saves a all or jump (albeit not invariably | see

the example in the last bullet above). It is the indiret e�ets that we are really

after: the main reason for inlining is that it often exposes new transformations

by bringing together two ode fragments that were previously separate. Thus, in

general, inlining deisions must be inuened by ontext.

2.2.1 Trivial expressions

Sometimes we an be absolutely ertain that inlining a variable will be bene�ial:

namely when the variable is bound to a trivial expression. A trivial expression is:

� A variable, or

� A literal, or

� A type appliation, where the funtion is trivial.

It is always good to inline a trivial expression: no ode is dupliated, no work is

dupliated, and new transformations may be enabled.

We mention the type-appliation ase only for ompleteness. It is relevant only in

a language that supports type abstration and apppliation, and then only if types

are erased at run time, so that type appliation omes for free. This is the ase for

GHC.

2.2.2 Work dupliation

If x is inlined in more than one plae, or inlined inside a lambda, we have to worry

about work dupliation. When will suh work dupliation be bounded? Answer: at

least in the ases when x's right hand side is:
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� A trivial expression.

� A onstrutor appliation.

� A lambda abstration.

� An expression that is sure to diverge.

Construtor appliations require areful treatment. Consider:

x = (f y, g y)

h = \z -> ase x of

(a,b) -> ...

It would plainly be a disaster, in general, to inline x inside the body of h, sine

that would potentially dupliate the alls to f and g. Yet we want to inline x so

that it an anel with the ase. GHC therefore maintains the invariant that every

let-bound onstrutor appliation has only arguments that an be dupliated with

no ost: variables, literals, and type appliations. We all suh arguments trivial

expressions, so the invariant is alled the trivial-onstrutor-argument invariant.

One established, this invariant is easy to maintain (see Setion 7.1).

The last ase, that of divergent omputations, is more surprising, but it is useful

in pratie. Consider:

sump = \xs ->

let

fail = error ("sump" ++ show xs)

in let re

go = \xs ->

ase xs of

[℄ -> 0

(x:xs) -> if x<0 then fail

else x + go xs

in

go xs

Here error is the standard Haskell funtion that prints an error message and brings

exeution to a halt. Semantially, its value is just ?, the divergent value. In this

example, sump adds up the elements of a list, but reports an error if any element is

negative. As it stands, a losure for fail will be alloated every time sump is alled.

It is perfetly OK to inline fail, beause if fail is ever alled, exeution is going

to halt anyway, so there is no work-dupliation issue. If we do that, no losure is

alloated; instead, error is alled diretly if an element turns out to be less than

zero.

GHC has a prediate whnfOrBot that identi�es expressions that are in WHNF

or are ertainly divergent:

whnfOrBot :: Expr -> Bool

One ould easily imagine extending whnfOrBot to over ases where a small amount

of work other than alloation is dupliated, suh as a few mahine instrutions.
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2.3 The GHC Core Language

GHC is itself written in Haskell, so we de�ne the Core language by giving its data

type de�nition in Haskell:

type Program = [Bind℄

-- Bindings

data Bind = NonRe Var Expr

| Re [(Var, Expr)℄

-- Expressions

data Expr = Var Var

| Const Const

| App Expr Expr

| Lam Var Expr

| Let Bind Expr

| Case Expr Var [Alt℄

| Note Note Expr

-- Case alternatives

type Alt = (Const, [Var℄, Expr)

-- Constants

data Const = Literal Literal

| DataCon DataCon

| PrimOp PrimOp

| DEFAULT

-- Variables

data Var = MkVar String Unique

The Core language onsists of the lambda alulus augmented with let-expressions

(both non-reursive and reursive), ase expressions, data onstrutors, literals,

and primitive operations. In presenting examples we will use an informal, albeit

hopefully lear, onrete syntax. We will feel free to use in�x operators, and to

write several bindings in a single non-reursive let-expression as shorthand for a

sequene of let-expressions.

A program (Program) is simply a sequene of bindings, in dependeny order.

Eah binding (Bind) an be reursive or non-reursive, and the right hand side of

eah binding is an expression (Expr).

The Expr data type has seven onstrutors, of whih appliation (App), lambda

abstration (Lam), and let-expressions (Let) should be self-explanatory.
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An expression may be a simple expression (onstrutor Var), ontaining a variable

(of type Var)

1

. A variable (data type Var) onsists of its name (a string) and a

unique number; the name is used mostly for printing, and the unique number is

for fast omparisons. The name by itself is not neessarily unique; in fat during

ompilation when it is neessary to hange the unique number of a variable (see

Setion 4), the original name is retained, so that when dumping out intermediate

ode it is possible to relate variable names bak to the original soure program.

A onstant expression is of the form Const , where  is of type Const. The

Const type inludes literals, data onstrutors and primitive operators; the fourth

ase of the Const type, DEFAULT is illegal in an Expr.

The Note form of Expr allows annotations to be attahed to the tree. The only

impat on the inliner is disussed in Setion 6.5.

Case expressions (Case) ontain a list of alternatives, eah of whih is a triple of

a onstant, list of binders, and right-hand side. The number of binders must math

the arity of the onstant. The onstant itself an be DEFAULT, Literal or DataCon,

but it must not be PrimOp

2

.

One other point about Case expressions is unusual: Var argument to Case. Con-

sider the following Core expression,

ase (reverse xs) of ys {

(a:as) -> ys

[℄ -> error "urk"

}

The unusual part of this onstrut is the binding ourrene of \ys", immediately

after the \of" | the Var argument to the Case onstrutor reords this unusual

binder. The semantis is that ys is bound to the result of evaluating the sruti-

nee, reverse xs in this ase, whih makes it possible to refer to this value in the

alternatives. We ould instead insist that a ase expression should only srutinise

a variable, using a let-binding to bind a non-variable srutinee, but that would

make it less struturally apparent that the srutinee is sure to be evaluated (let

is non-strit). In any ase, this detail has no impat on the rest of this paper |

indeed, we omit the extra binder in our examples | but we have found that it

makes several transformations more simple and uniform, so we inlude it here for

the sake of ompleteness.

GHC's atual intermediate language is very slightly more ompliated than that

given here. It is an expliitly-typed language based on System F

!

, and supports

polymorphism through expliit type abstration and appliation. It turns out that

doing so adds only one new onstrutor to the Expr type, and adds nothing to the

1

Note: Haskell allows a data onstrutor and a (perhaps-unrelated) type to have the same name.

2

Philosophial aside. It would be possible to have a more re�ned type struture that did not

have these side-onditions about what Const values an appear where, but we found that doing

so made the ode of the ompiler sign�antly longer, without really improving its robustness.

There are many onstraints on a Core program that are not statially hekable { for exam-

ple, that every variable ourrene is in sope, and that the program is well-typed { so GHC

optionally runs a type-heker after eah optimisation phase. This type heker also heks the

side onditions on Const values.
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substane of this paper, so we do not mention it further. The main point is that

this paper omits no aspet essential to a full-sale implementation of Haskell.

2.4 Separate ompilation

GHC is apable of wholesale inlining aross module boundaries. Whenever GHC

ompiles a module M it writes an \interfae �le", M.hi, that ontains GHC-spei�

information about M, inluding the full Core-language de�nitions for any top-level

de�nitions in M that are smaller than a �xed threshold. (This threshold is hosen so

that few, if any, larger funtions ould possibly be inlined, regardless of the alling

ontext.) When ompiling any module, A, that imports M, GHC reads in M.hi, and

is thereby equipped to inline alls in A to M's exports. Sine the de�nition of a

funtion exported from M might refer to values not exported from M, GHC dumps

into M.hi the transitive losure of all (suÆiently small) funtions reahable from

M's exports. Values that are not exported from M may not be mentioned diretly by

the programmer, but may nevertheless be inlined by the inliner.

The onsequene of all this is that Amay need to be reompiled if M hanges. There

is no avoiding this, exept by disabling ross-module inlining (via a ommand-line

ag). GHC goes to some trouble to add version stamps to every inlining in M.hi so

that it an dedue whether or not A really needs to be reompiled.
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3 The ourrene analyser

It is lear that whether to inline x depends a great deal on how often x ours

in its sope. Before eah run of the simpli�er, GHC therefore runs an ourrene

analyser, that performs two main funtions:

� It deorates eah binding site with an indiation of how the bound variable

ours.

� It performs a dependeny analysis of reursive binding groups, splitting them

into their strongly-onneted omponents.

This is all perfetly straightforward { we summarise the ourrene information

we atually gather in Setion 3.1. However, mutually reursive de�nitions present

the inliner with a bit of a problem: the inliner may fail to terminate if it inlines

them in an un-restrained way (Setion 3.3). The main ontribution of this setion

is to desribe the simple new approah we have developed, whih allows reursive

de�nitions to be inlined without risking divergene. Our approah is by no means

the only one possible | we review some in Setion 3.6 | but it is simple, e�etive,

and (so far as we know) not previously reported.

3.1 Simple ourrene analysis

The basi algorithm of the ourrene analyser is extremely simple. It performs

a single bottom-up pass that annotates eah binder with an indiation of how it

ours, hosen from the following list:

Dead. The binder does not our at all. For a let binder (whether reursive or not),

the binding an be disarded, and the ourrene analyser does so immediately,

so that it does not need to analyse the right hand side(s).

One. The binder ours exatly one, and that ourrene is not inside a lambda,

nor is a onstrutor argument. Inlining is unonditionally safe; it dupliates nei-

ther ode nor work. Setion 2.2 explained why we must not inline an arbitrary

expression inside a lambda, and also desribed the trivial-onstrutor-argument

invariant.

OneInLam. The binder ours exatly one, but inside a lambda. Inlining will not

dupliate ode, but it might dupliate work (Setion 2.2).

ManyBranh. The binder ours at most one in eah of several distint ase

branhes, and none of these ourrenes is inside a lambda. For example:

ase xs of

[℄ -> y+1

(x:xs) -> y+2

In this expression, y ours only one in eah ase branh. Inlining y may dupli-

ate ode, but it will not dupliate work.

Many. The binder may our many times, inluding inside lambdas. Variables ex-

ported from the module being ompiled are also marked Many, sine the ompiler

annot predit how often they are used.
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LoopBreaker. This binder breaks a mutually-reursive group, so do not inline it at

all. The need for this item, and how we ompute it, is the subjet of muh of the

rest of this setion.

Notie that we have three variants of \ours one" (One, ManyBranh, and

OneInLam). We have found all three to be important.

Some lambdas are ertain to be alled at most one. Consider:

let x = foo 1000

f = \y -> x+y

in ase a of

[℄ -> f 3

(b:bs) -> f 4

Here f annot be alled more than one, so no work will be dupliated by inlining

x, even though its ourrene is inside a lambda. Hene, it would be better to give

x an ourrene annotation of One, rather than OneInLam.

We all suh lambdas one-shot lambdas, and mark them speially. They ertainly

our in pratie | for example, they are onstruted as join points by the ase-

of-ase transformation (PJS98). We are (still) working on a type-based analysis for

identifying one-shot lambdas (WP99). Details of this analysis are beyond the sope

of this paper, but our point here is that they are beautifully easy to exploit: the

ourrene analyser simply ignores them when it is omputing its \inside-lambda"

information.

3.2 Ensuring termination

Inlining, together with beta redution, orresponds losely to ompile-time eval-

uation of the program, so we must learly be onerned about ensuring that the

ompiler terminates. Non-termination may arise in two distint ways:

Reursive bindings. If a reursively-bound variable is inlined at one of its o-

urrenes, that will introdue a new ourrene of the same variable. Unless

restrited in some way, inlining ould go on for ever.

Reursive data types. Consider the following Haskell de�nition for loop:

data T = C (T -> Int)

g = \y -> ase y of

C h -> h y

loop = g (C g)

Here, g is small and non-reursive, so when proessing g (C g), g will be inlined.

But the inlined all very soon rewrites to g (C g), whih is just the expression

we started with.

The problem here is that the data type T is reursive, and it appears ontravari-

antly in its own de�nition (How96).
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Of these two forms of divergene, the former is an immediate and pressing problem,

sine almost any interesting Haskell program involves reursion.

In ontrast, the latter situation is rather rare, and (embarrassingly) GHC an still

be persuaded to diverge by suh examples. The most straightforward solution is to

spot suh ontravariant data types, and disable the ase-elimination transformation

ase (C g) of { C h -> ...h... }

==>

...g...

The question of spotting ontravariant data types is ompliated by the fat that

Haskell data types an be parameterised and mutually reursive. The MLj ompiler

(BKR98) restrits data types delarations somewhat, but does perform the analysis

for exatly this reason.

Before disussing reursive bindings, it is worth noting two other possible soures

of divergene that a Haskell ompiler does not have to deal with. Firstly, in an

untyped setting (suh as a Sheme ompiler) one an easily onstrut terms suh

as

(\x -> x x) (\x -> x x)

This expression is not expliitly reursive, but it nevertheless redues to itself.

However, the strong-normalisation theorem for F

!

tells us that suh terms simply

must be ill-typed.

Seondly, side e�ets (whih Haskell laks) an reate a reursive struture. For

example

3

:

(let ((foo a-speial-value)

(bar a-speial-value))

(begin

(set! foo (lambda ..bar..))

(set! bar (lambda ..foo..))

body))

Here, foo and bar are mutable loations, eah of whih is updated to refer to the

other.

3.3 The problem

From now on we fous our attention on reursive bindings. We all a group of

bindings wrapped in re a reursive group. Unrestrited inlining of non-reursive

bindings is safe, but unrestrited inlining of reursive bindings might lead to non-

termination. One obvious thing to do, therefore, is to ensure that eah reursive

group really is reursive. To disover this, we regard eah variable in the group as a

node, and we reord an edge from f to g if f's right hand side mentions g (so f de-

pends on g). The resulting olletion of nodes and edges desribes a graph, alled the

3

Thanks to Manuel Serrano for pointing this out.
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dependeny graph, whose strongly onneted omponents are the smallest possible

reursive groups (Pey87). To exploit this observation, GHC onstruts the depen-

deny graph for eah let re, and analyses its strongly-onneted omponents. If

there is more than one omponent, the let re is split into a nest of reursive

and non-reursive lets. GHC performs this analysis regularly; quite often, groups

that were mutually-reursive fall into separate strongly-onneted omponents as a

result of earlier transformations.

So muh is well known. But what do we do when we are faed with a genuinely

reursive group? The simplest thing to do is not to inline any reursively-bound

variables at all, and that is what earlier versions of GHC did. But this onserva-

tive strategy loses obviously-useful optimisation opportunities. Consider a reursive

group of bindings:

let re

f = \ x -> ...g...

g = \ y -> ...f...

in

...f...

By onvention, other variables of interest, suh as g in this ase, are assumed not

to be free in ...f.... Sine only f is alled outside the re, we an inline g at its

unique all site to give:

let re

f = \ x -> ...(...f...)...

in

...f...

Here, the gain is modest. But sometimes inlining in res is ritially important.

Consider this:

let

eq = ...

in

let re

d = (eq, neq)

neq = \a b -> ase d of

(e,n) -> not (e a b)

in

...

GHC generates ode quite like this for an \Eq ditionary". A \ditionary" is a

bundle of related \methods" for operating on values of a partiular type. Here, the

Eq ditionary, d, is a pair of methods (ordinary funtions), eq and neq; the intention

is that eq is a funtion that determines whether its arguments are equal, and neq

determines whether they are unequal.

In this example, the neq method is spei�ed by seleting the eq method from the

ditionary d, alling it, and negating its result. You might think that it would be
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more straightforward to all eq diretly, but this ode is generated by the ompiler

from lass and instane delarations in the Haskell soure ode. We found that

it was very hard, in general, to all the appropriate method diretly; it was muh

easier to allow the front end to generate naive ode, and let the simpli�er take are

of the rest.

In this partiular example, d and neq are genuinely mutually reursive. Yet, if d

were inlined in the body of neq, the ase would anel with the pair onstrutor,

leading to the following:

let

eq = ...

neq = \a b -> not (eq a b)

d = (eq, neq)

in

...

Now everything is non-reursive, the de�nition of neq is improved, and inlining

opportunities in the rest of the program are improved.

This is not an isolated or arti�ial example. Compiling Haskell's type-lass-based

overloading, using the ditionary-passing enoding skethed above, gives rise to per-

vasive reursion through these ditionaries. Failing to unravel the reursion has a

devastating e�et on performane, beause overloaded funtions inlude equality,

ordering, and all numeri operations, some of whih show up in almost any inner

loop. We originally went to great lengths in the front end to avoid generating un-

neessary ditionary reursion but, no matter how hard we tried, some unneessary

res still showed up. Our new approah uses a muh simpler translation sheme,

along with an inliner that does a good job of inlining re-bound variables. This

approah has the merit that it works equally well for omplex reursions written

by the programmer, though admittedly these are muh less ommon.

3.4 The solution

The real problem with reursive bindings is that they an make the inliner fall into

an in�nite loop. The key insight is this:

� The inliner annot loop if every yle in the dependeny graph is broken by a

variable that is never inlined.

The onservative sheme works by never inlining any reursively-bound variable,

but that is over-kill, as we saw in the example in Setion 3.3:

re

d = (eq, neq)

neq = \a b -> ase d of

(e,n) -> not (e a b)

we obtained muh better results by inlining d (but not neq) than by inlining neither.

The dependeny graph for this group forms a irle, thus:
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d neq

To prevent the inliner diverging, it suÆes to hoose either of d or neq, and refrain

from inlining it. In a more ompliated situation, however, it might not be at all

obvious whih variable(s) suÆe to break all the loops. For example, onsider this

more omplex dependeny graph:

f

h

g q

p

In this graph, we an break all the loops by piking g alone, or f and q, or h and p, or

a variety of other pairs. To exploit this idea, we enhane the standard re-breaking

dependeny analysis desribed above, in the following way. For eah re group, we

onstrut its dependeny graph, and then exeute the following algorithm:

1. Perform a strongly-onneted omponent analysis of the dependeny graph.

2. For eah strongly-onneted omponent of the graph, perform the following

steps, treating the omponents in topologially-sorted order; that is, deal �rst

with the omponent that does not refer to any of the other omponents, and

so on.

(a) If the omponent is a singleton that does not depend on itself, do nothing.

(b) Otherwise, hoose a single variable, the loop-breaker, that will not be in-

lined. This hoie is made using a heuristi we disuss shortly (Setion 3.5).

() Take the dependeny graph of the omponent (a subset of the original

graph), and delete all the edges in this graph that terminate at the loop-

breaker.

(d) Repeat the entire algorithm for this new dependeny graph, starting with

Step 1.

The algorithm is sure to terminate, beause eah iteration deletes at least one edge.

Its worst-ase eÆieny is undoubtedly poor, and one ould imagine various ways

to improve it; for example, it may be possible to modify the existing strongly-

onneted omponent analysis after deleting some edges, rather than starting again

from srath. There is muh to be said for simpliity, however, and so far we have

not found a ase where the algorithm behaves badly enough to be notied.

Here is an example of the algorithm in ation: onsider the �ve-node dependeny

graph given above. It forms a single strongly-onneted omponent. Suppose we

pik q as a loop breaker; we delete ars leading to it and perform the strongly-

onneted omponent analysis again. The redued dependeny graph has three

strongly-onneted omponents, namely fpg, ff; g; hg, and fqg
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fh

g

qp

(We use dashed ars for the ars that are deleted in step ().) Suppose now that

we hoose f as the loop breaker. Now we have no strongly onneted omponents

left in the redued graph:

fh

g

qp

Notie that the only forward ars are the dashed ars leading to loop breakers.

Reonstruting the reursive group in topologially sorted order (left to right in the

diagrams) gives the following, where the \*" indiates the loop breakers:

re

p = ...q...

h = ...f...

g = ...h...

f* = ...g...

q* = ...g...

The result of the algorithm is an ordered list of bindings with the following

property: the only forward referenes are to loop-breakers. The bindings are still, of

ourse, mutually reursive, but all the non-loop-breakers an be treated exatly like

non-reursive lets so far as the inliner is onerned: their de�nition ours before

any of their uses, and inlining them annot ause non-termination. The beauty

of the loop-breaking algorithm is that the treatment of reursive lets is thereby

fatored into two independent piees: �rst ut the loops, and then treat reursive

and non-reursive bindings uniformly.

3.5 Seleting the loop breaker

There are two riteria that one might use to selet a loop breaker:

� Try not to selet a variable that it would be very bene�ial to inline.
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� Try to selet a variable that will break many loops.

GHC urrently uses only the �rst of these riteria. The seond is a bit triky to

predit, and we have not explored using it. To evaluate the �rst riterion, GHC

rudely \sores" eah variable by how keen GHC is to inline it. Spei�ally, we pik

the �rst of the following riterion that applies to the binding in question:

Sore = 4, if the right hand side is trivial (Setion 2.2.1). In this ase the binding

will ertainly be inlined.

Sore = 3, if the right hand side is a onstrutor appliation. Thus, we avoid

seleting \d" in the example in Setion 3.3, beause its right hand side is a pair.

Sore = 2, if the variable is marked with an INLINE pragma, indiating that the

programmer was keen to inline it.

Sore = 2, if the variable ours just one (ounting both the right hand sides of

the re itself and the body of the let). The variable is likely to be inlined if it

ours only one.

Sore = 1, if the variable has rewrite rules or speialisations attahed to it. Details

of this are beyond the sope of this paper.

Sore = 0, otherwise.

Then we pik a loop breaker by arbitrarily hoosing one of the variables with lowest

sore. While this soring mehanism is very rude, it seems adequate. In pratie,

we have never ome aross a re in whih a di�erent hoie of loop breaker would

have made a signi�ant di�erene. This amounts to anedotal evidene only; we

have not tried systematially to measure the e�etiveness of loop-breaker hoie.

3.6 Other approahes

A muh more ommon approah to termination, taken by both Serrano (Ser97) and

Wadell & Dybvig (WD97), is to bound both the e�ort that the inliner is prepared

to invest, and the size of the expression it is prepared to build, when inlining a

partiular all. If either limit is exeeded, the inliner abandons the attempt to inline

the all. Bounding e�ort deals with expressions, suh as (\x->x x)(\x->x x), that

do not grow, but do not terminate either. The e�ort bound is typially set quite

high, to allow for asading transformations, so an e�ort bound alone might produe

very large residual programs; that is why the size bound is neessary as well.

A variant of the approah retains a stak of inlinings that have been begun but

not ompleted. When examining a all, the funtion is not inlined if an inlining

of that same funtion is already in progress, or \pending". In e�et, that funtion

beomes the loop breaker, but it is hosen dynamially rather than statially.

This approah has the very great merit that it deals readily with all forms of non-

termination: reursive funtions, reursive data types, untyped languages and side

e�ets, for example, all ause no problems. Even pathologial programs that are

not atually reursive, but whih grow exponentially if one unonditionally inlines

all non-reursive funtions, an be dealt with.

The diÆulty with this approah in our setting is that the simpli�er is applied re-

peatedly, a dozen times or more, between applying other transformations (stritness
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analysis, let-oating, et). If eah iteration aepts a given amount of ode growth,

or e�ort applied, then eah iteration might unroll a reursive funtion further. The

e�ort/size bound mehanism uses an auxiliary parameter (the e�ort/size budget)

that is not reorded in the tree between suessive iterations of the simpli�er; it

reords the state of the inliner itself. Appel solves this by adding a fudge fator that

makes suessive appliations of the inliner less and less keen to inline (parameter

\E" on p92 of (App92)) | but that means that whole-module transformations

applied late in the day are less likely to have their results exploited by the inliner.

Our approah does not have this problem: appliations of the simpli�er will even-

tually terminate. However, our more stati analysis required that reursive funtions

and reursive data types be handled di�erently, whih is undesirable. And yet more

would be needed in an untyped or impure setting.

A quite separate, omplementary, approah to inlining reursive funtions is

variously desribed as \loop headers" (App94), \labels-inline" (Ser97), \lambda-

dropping" (DS97), and \the stati argument transformation" (San95). The om-

mon idea is to turn a reursive funtion de�nition into a non-reursive funtion

ontaining a loal, reursive de�nition. Thus we an, for example, transform the

standard reursive de�nition of map:

map = \f xs -> ase xs of

[℄ -> [℄

(x:xs) -> f x : map f xs

into the following non-reursive de�nition:

map = \f xs ->

let mp = \xs -> ase xs of

[℄ -> [℄

(x:xs) -> f x : mp xs

in mp xs

With the original de�nition, inlining would simply unroll a �nite number of it-

erations of map. With the new de�nition, inlining map reates a new, speialised

funtion de�nition for mp into whih the partiular f used at the all site an be

inlined, perhaps resulting in better ode | laimed bene�ts range from 1% to

10%. The overall e�et is muh better than that ahieved by simply unrolling the

original de�nition of map; unrolling a loop redues the overheads of the loop itself,

whereas reating a speialised funtion, mp, redues the ost the omputation in

eah iteration of the loop.

The stati argument transformation may indeed be useful, but it is orthogonal

to the main thrust of this paper. It is best onsidered as a separate transforma-

tion, performed on map before inlining is begun, that enhanes the e�etiveness of

inlining.

Another orthogonal question is that of loop unrolling. A loop breaker ould be

inlined a �xed number of times to gain the e�et of loop unrolling.

Identifying loop breakers an be useful for other purposes besides guiding the

inliner. Compilers that support pre-emptive onurreny sometimes require that a
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Alloations No libs Libs too

Mean +23% +78%

Min �15% 0%

Max +200% +1125%

Fig. 2. E�et on total alloation of swithing o� the loop-breaker algorithm

garbage-olletion safe point breaks every loop, and loop-breaker information an

learly be used to identify where suh safe points must be inserted. The SML NJ

ompiler does exatly this, using an (unpublished) branh and bound algorithm,

although it does not use the information to guide inlining.

3.7 Results

It is hard to o�er onvining measurements for the e�etiveness of the loop-breaker

algorithm, beause GHC is now built in the expetation that res that an be

broken will be. Nevertheless, Figure 2 gives some indiative results.

For a deterministi measure of runtime, we use the amount of memory alloa-

tion performed by the ompiled Haskell program. For Haskell programs, memory

alloation tends to vary reasonably linearly with exeution time.

To measure the e�ets of swithing the loop-breaker algorithm o�, we arranged to

mark every re-bound variable as a loop breaker. In the results table, the \Mean"

row shows the geometri mean of the ratio between the swithed-o� version and

the baseline version | we use a geometri mean beause we are averaging ratios

(FW86). The \Min" and \Max" rows show the most extreme ratios we found.

The e�ets are dramati. The olumn headed \No libs" has the loop-breaking

algorithm swithed o� when ompiling the appliation, but not when ompiling the

standard libraries. The olumn \Libs too" shows the e�et of swithing o� the loop-

breaking algorithm when ompiling the standard libraries as well. The importane

of the libraries is that they ontain implementations of arithmeti over basi types;

if that is ompiled badly then performane su�ers horribly. (We are investigating

the strange �15% �gure, whih suggests that swithing o� loop breakers improved

at least one program.)

3.8 Summary

In retrospet, the algorithm is entirely obvious, yet we spent ages trying half-baked

haks, none of whih quite worked, before �nally biting the bullet and �nding it

quite tasty. It is more likely to be important for ompilers for lazy languages than for

strit ones, beause only non-strit languages allow reursive data strutures, and

it is there that the most important performane impliations show up. However, as

our �rst example demonstrated, even where no data strutures are involved, useful

improvements an be had.
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4 Name apture

We now turn our attention to the inliner proper, beginning with the tiresome but

pervasive problem of name apture. It is well known that any transformation-based

ompiler must be onerned about name apture (Bar85). Consider, for example:

let x = a+b in

let a = 7 in

x+a

It is obviously quite wrong to inline x to give:

let a = 7 in

(a+b) + a

beause the a that was free in x's right hand side has been aptured by the let

binding for a.

4.1 The sledge hammer

Earlier versions of GHC used a brutal approah to avoid the name-apture problem:

during inlining, GHC would simply rename, or lone, every single bound variable,

to give:

let s796 = 7

in (a+b) + s796

This renaming made use of a supply of fresh names that, in this example, has

arbitrarily renamed a to s796. This approah su�ers from two disadvantages:

� It alloates far more fresh names than are atually neessary, and there is

sure to be a ompile-time performane ost to this.

� Plumbing the supply of fresh names to the plaes those names are required

is sometimes very painful.

Why is there a ompile-time performane ost to the sledge-hammer approah?

Firstly, beause a variable is a struture ontaining a name; to rename the variable

we must opy the struture, inserting the new name. Seondly, the substitution

mapping old names to new names beomes larger. Lastly, if the substitution is

empty we an sometimes avoid looking at an expression or type at all | but if all

names are loned the substitution is never empty.

If the ompiler were written in an impure language, fresh names ould be alloated

by side e�et, but GHC is written in Haskell, whih does not have side e�ets.

Using the trees of Augustsson et al. is the best solution we know of (ARS94), but

it still involves plumbing a tree of fresh names everywhere they might be needed.

Worse, the fresh names usually aren't needed, but the tree is nevertheless built. This

unneessary work is deeply irritating. Finally, even if we were not worried about

performane, it is sometimes extremely painful to get the name supply to where it

is needed. For example, in a typed intermediate language it should be possible to

have a funtion:
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exprType :: Expr -> Type

that �gures out the type of an expression. But suppose the expression is something

like:

filter Int pred xs

The funtion filter has the polymorphi type

filter :: forall a. (a -> Bool) -> [a℄ -> [a℄

So to �gure out the type of the subexpression (filter Int) we must instantiate

filter's type, substituting Int for a. Oh no! Substitution! That an, in general,

give rise to name apture. So we need to feed a name supply to exprType:

exprType :: NameSupply -> Expr -> Type

This \solution" is deeply unattrative, and the situation is only di�erent in its

osmetis if the name supply is hidden in a monad. Something better is required.

4.2 The rapier

Suppose we write the all subst M [E=x℄ to mean the result of substituting E for x

in M . The standard rule for substitution (Bar85) when M is a lambda abstration

is:

subst (�x:M) [E=x℄ = �x:M

subst (�x:M) [E=y℄ = �x:(subst M [E=y℄)

if x does not our free in E

If the side ondition does not hold, one must rename the bound variable x to

something else. The brute-fore solution does this renaming regardless.

Suppose that we laked a name supply, but instead knew the free variables of E.

Then we ould test the side ondition easily and, in the ommon ase where there

is no name apture, �nd that there was no need to rename x. But what if x was

free in E? Then we need to ome up with a fresh name for x that is not free in E.

A simple approah is to try a variant of x, say \x

1

". If that, too, is free in E, try

\x

2

", and so on.

When we �nally disover a name, x

n

, that is not free in E, we an augment the

substitution to map x to x

n

and apply this substitution to M , the body of the

lambda. In general, then, we must simultaneously substitute for several variables

at one.

To make this work at all, though, we need to know the free variables of E, or,

more generally, the free variables of the range of the substitution. One way to �nd

this is simply to ompute the free variables diretly from E, but if E is large this

might be ostly. However, it suÆes to know any superset of these free variables.

One obvious hoie is the set of all variables that are in sope. If we made this

hoie, then we would end up renaming any bound variable for whih there was an

enlosing binding. We all this the no-shadowing strategy, for obvious reasons. The

no-shadowing strategy will rename some variables when it is not stritly neessary
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to do so, but it has the desirable property of idempotene: a omplete pass of the

simpli�er that happens to make no transformations will lone no variables. This is a

good thing. Usually, some parts of the program being ompiled are fully-transformed

before others; the no-shadowing strategy redues gratuitous \hurning" of variable

names.

Thus, we are led to a substitution algorithm that has three parameters, instead

of two: the expression to whih the substitution is applied, the substitution itself,

�, and the set of in-sope variables, �:

subst (�x:M) � � = �x:subst M (� n x) (� [ fxg)

if x 62 �

subst (�x:M) � � = �y:subst M (�[x 7! y℄) (� [ fyg)

where y 62 �

Notie how onveniently the set of in-sope variables an be maintained. Almost

all the time, it simply travels everywhere with the substitution; we shall see some

interesting exeptions to this general rule in Setion 7.

There is one other important subtlety in this algorithm: in the ase where x is

not in � we must delete x from the substitution, denoted � n x. How ould x be in

the domain of the substitution, but not be in sope? Here is an example:

let x = a*b in (x, \x -> x+3)

The outer x ours exatly one, so the simpli�er disards the outer let binding and

simply adds [x 7! a*b℄ to the substitution. This mapping must be deleted from the

substitution inside the \x abstration, else we will erroneously get \x -> a*b+3.

Situations like this ertainly our in pratie | we have the sars to show for it.

Oasionally, the set of in-sope variables is not onveniently to hand when start-

ing a substitution. In that ase, it is easy to �nd the set of free variables of the

range of the substitution, and use that to get the proess started.

4.3 Choosing a new name

The other hoie that must be made in the algorithm is to hoose a fresh name, in

the (hopefully rare) ases where that proves neessary. We ould just try x

1

, x

2

,

and so on, but there is a danger that one x

1

: : : x

2

0 are in sope, then any new x

will make 20 tries before �nding x

21

. A simple way out is to ompute some kind

of hash value from the set of in-sope variables, and use that, together perhaps

with the variable to be renamed, to hoose a new name. Indeed, simply using the

number of enlosing binders as the new variable name gives something not unlike

de Bruijn numbers (see Setion 4.5). The nie thing is that any old hoie will do;

the only issue is how many iterations it takes to �nd an unused variable.

4.4 Measurements

We made some simple measurements of the e�etiveness of our approah. We om-

piled the entire nofib suite, some 370 Haskell modules, omprising around 50,000
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Number of attempts

0 1 2 3� 9 10+

Mean 93:2% 1:3% 0:7% 1:6% 3:2%

Min 0:94% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Max 100% 10% 6:13% 18:2% 94%

Fig. 3. Cloning rates

lines of ode in total (Par92). The size of eah module varied from a few dozen lines

to a thousand lines or so.

Figure 3 summarises how many \tries" it took to �nd a variable name that was

not in sope. The olumns show what proportion of binders required zero, one,

two, 3-9, and 10 or more attempts, to �nd a variable name that was not already in

sope. We measured these proportions separately for eah module, and then took

the arithmeti mean of the resulting �gures. The \min" (resp \max") rows show the

smallest (resp largest) proportions enountered among the entire set of modules.

The zero olumn orresponds to the situation where the binder is not shadowed;

as expeted, this is the ase for the vast majority (93%) of binders. Our hash

funtion (we simply piked an arbitrary member of the in-sope set as a hash

value) is obviously too simple, though: on average 3.2% of all binders required more

than ten attempts to �nd a fresh name, and in one pathologial module almost all

binders required more than ten attempts. This pathologial ase suggests that there

is plenty of room for improvement in the hash funtion.

4.5 Other approahes

Another well-known approah to the name-apture problem to use de Bruijn num-

bers (dB80). Apart from being entirely unreadable, this approah su�ers from the

disadvantage that when pushing a substitution inside a lambda, the entire range

of the substitution must have its de Bruijn numbers adjusted. That operation an

be arried out lazily, to avoid a omplexity explosion when pushing a substitution

inside multiple lambdas, but that means yet more administration.

It is far from lear that using de Bruijn numbers gains any eÆieny, and they

arry a onsiderable ost in terms of the opaity of the resulting program. (Pro-

grammers will not are about this, but ompiler writers do.)

There is one fairly ompelling reason for using de Bruijn numbers. Preisely

beause they do disard the original variable names, many more ommon sub-

expressions an arise. These CSEs inrease sharing of the ompiler's representation

of the program; they do not in general represent run-time sharing. However this

ompile-time sharing an be partiularly important when dealing with types, whih

an get large. Shao, for example, reports substantial savings when using de Bruijn

numbers (for types) together with hash-onsing (SLM98). However, our types are
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smaller than his (we are not ompiling SML modules) so type sizes only beome

an issue for deliberately pathologial programs whose types are exponential in the

size of the program (LP91).

Another popular approah to the name-apture problem is this: establish the

invariant that every bound variable is unique in the whole program. Appel et al only

inline funtions alled exatly one, and then the situation is even easier: inlining

preserves the unique-variable invariant without any loning at all (AJ97). GHC

inlines funtions alled more than one, but it ould still maintain the invariant

by loning all the loally-bound variables of an inlined expression. There are three

diÆulties here. First, we found in pratie that (in GHC at least) there were many

transformations (other than inlining) that had to do extra work to maintain the

global-uniqueness invariant. Seondly, this strategy will do more loning than is

really neessary. Thirdly, loning the loal binders of an inlined expression implies

a whole extra pass over that expression, prior to simplifying the expression in its

new ontext. Our approah, of maintaining an in-sope set, ombines the loning

pass with the simpli�ation pass, and simultaneously redues the amount of loning

that has to be done.

4.6 Summary

Our new substitution algorithm is a simple re-working of the standard algorithm

in Barendregt (Bar85). What is interesting is that the resulting algorithm seems

quite pratial. Even if the ompiler were written in a language where name-supply

plumbing was not an issue, maintaining the set of in-sope variables makes it easy

to redue the amount of loning that is done.
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5 The three-phase inlining strategy

The simpli�er tries hard to perform as many transformations in a single pass as

possible. Driven by this goal, the simpli�er now makes an inlining deision about a

partiular let bound variable at no fewer than three distint moments. Consider

again the expression:

let x = E in B

Here are the three oasions on whih we may onsider inlining x:

PreInlineUnonditionally. When the simpli�er meets the expression for the �rst

time, it onsiders whether to inline x unonditionally in B. It does so if and only

if x is marked One (see Setion 3). In this ase, the simpli�er does not touh

E at all; it simply binds x to E in its urrent substitution, disards the binding

ompletely, and simpli�es B using this extended substitution. This is the main

use of the substitution beyond dealing with name apture, but it needs a little

are, as we disuss in Setion 6.2.

Notie, ruially, that the right hand side of the de�nition is proessed only one,

namely at the ourrene site. It turns out that this is very important. If the

right hand side is proessed when the let is enountered, and then again at the

ourrene of the variable, the omplexity of the simpli�er beomes exponential

in program size. Why? Beause the right hand side is proessed twie; and it

might have a let whose right hand side is then proessed twie eah time; and

so on. In retrospet this is obvious, but it was very puzzling at the time!

PostInlineUnonditionally. If the pre-inline test fails, the simpli�er next sim-

pli�es the right hand side, E, to produe E'. It then again onsiders whether to

inline x unonditionally in B. It deides to do so if and only if

� x is not exported from this module (exported de�nitions must not be dis-

arded), and

� x is not a loop breaker (Setion 3.5), and

� E' is trivial (Setion 2.2.1).

If so, then again the binding is dropped, and x is mapped to E' in the substitution.

This ase is quite ommon; it orresponds to opy propagation in a onventional

ompiler. It often arises as a result of �-redution. For example, onsider the

de�nitions:

f = \x -> E

t = f a

If f is inlined, we get a � redex, and thene

f = \x -> E

t = let x = a in E

The interesting question is why we do not make this test at the PreInlineUnon-

ditionally stage, something we disuss in Setion 5.1.
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CallSiteInline. If neither of the above holds, GHC retains the let binding, adds

x to the in-sope set. While proessing B, at every ourrene of x, GHC onsiders

whether to inline x. This deision is based on a fairly omplex heuristi, that we

disuss in Setion 7. If the deision is \Yes", then GHC needs to have aess to

x's de�nition; this an be ahieved quite elegantly, as we disuss in Setion 6.3.

5.1 Why three-phase?

One obvious question is this: why not ombine PostInlineUnonditionally with

PreInlineUnonditionally? That is, before proessing E, why not look to see if it

is trivial (e.g. a variable), and if so inline it unonditionally? Doing so is a huge,

but rather subtle, mistake.

The mistake is to do with the orretness of the pre-omputed ourrene infor-

mation. Suppose we have:

let

a = ...big...

b = a

in

...b...b...b...

a will be marked One, and hene will be inlined unonditionally. But if PreInline-

Unonditionally now sees that b's right-hand side is just a, and inlines b everywhere,

a now e�etively ours in many plaes. This is a disaster, beause a is now inlined

unonditionally in many plaes.

The ause of this disaster is that a's ourrene information was rendered invalid

by our deision to inline b. Several solutions suggest themselves | for example,

provide some mehanism for �xing a's ourrene information; or get the ourrene

analyser to propagate b's ourrenes to a| and we tried some of them. They were

all ompliated, and the result was a bug farm. Appel and Jim desribe one way to

update ourrene information on the y, depending ritially on their assumption

that funtions are only inlined if they are alled exatly one, but even that was

very triky (AJ97).

We �nally disovered the three-phase inline mehanism we have desribed. It is

simple, and obviously orret. The PreInlineUnonditionally phase only inlines a

variable x if x ours one, not inside a lambda. That means that the ourrene

information for any variable, y, free in x's right hand side is una�eted by the

inlining.

On the other hand, one the right hand side has been proessed, if y is going to

be inlined unonditionally, then that will have happened already. In our example,

PreInlineUnonditionally will deide to inline a. Now the simpli�er moves on to the

binding for b. PreInlineUnonditionally delines to inline, so the right hand side of

b is proessed; a is inlined, and (a proessed version of) ...big... is produed.

This is not trivial, so PostInlineUnonditionally delines too.

Another obvious question is whether PostInlineUnonditionally ould be omitted

altogether, leaving CallSiteInline to do its work. Here the answer is learly \yes";
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Pre Post CallSite

Mean 47:4% 17:4% 35:2%

Min 0:25% 0:92% 0:72%

Max 80% 95% 98%

Fig. 4. Relative frequeny of inlining

PostInlineUnonditionally is just an optimisation that allows trivial bindings to be

dropped a little earlier than would otherwise be the ase.

To summarise, the key feature of our three-phase inlining strategy is that it

allows the use of simple, pre-omputed ourrene information, while still avoiding

the exponential blowup that an our if PreInlineUnonditionally is omitted.

5.2 Measurements

Figure 4 gives some simple measurements of the relative frequeny of eah form of

inlining. We used the same set of benhmark programs in in Setion 4.4, gathered

statistis on how often eah sort of inlining was used, and averaged these separately-

alulated proportions. We took arithmeti means of the perentages, beause here

we are averaging \slies of the pie", so the \Mean" line should still sum to 100%.

The �gures indiate that on average, eah sort of inlining is atually used in

pratie, and that eah dominates in some programs.
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6 The inliner's data types

We have now desribed the key design deisions in our inliner. In this setion

we make the desription more onrete by skething the implementation itself. In

this setion we say more about the types involved: the type of the simpli�er itself

(Setion 6.1), the substitution (Setion 6.2), the in-sope set (Setion 6.3) and the

ontext (Setion 6.4). In the next Setion we return to the implementation of the

inlining algorithm itself.

6.1 The type of the simpli�er

The simpli�er takes a substitution, a set of in-sope variables, an expression, and

a \ontext", and delivers a simpli�ed expression:

simplExpr :: Subst -> InSopeSet

-> InExpr -> Context

-> OutExpr

The real simpli�er's type is a bit more ompliated than this: it takes an argument

that enables or disables individual transformations; it gathers statistis about how

many transformations are performed; and it takes a name supply, to use when it

has to onjure up a fresh name not based on an existing name

4

. However, we will

not need to onsider these aspets here.

The substitution and in-sope set perform the roles desribed in Setion 4, and

we desribe their implementation in more detail in Setions 6.2 and 6.3 respetively.

they both have further uses. The ontext tells the simpli�er something about the

ontext in whih the expression appears (e.g. it is applied to some arguments, or it

is the srutinee of a ase expression). This ontext information is important when

making inlining deisions (Setion 6.4).

We refer to an un-proessed expression as an \in-expression", and an expression

that has already been proessed as an \out-expression", and similarly for variables.

The reasons for making these distintions are desribed in Setion 6.2.

type InVar = Var

type InExpr = Expr

type InAlt = Alt

type OutVar = Var

type OutExpr = Expr

type OutAlt = Alt

As indiated in Setion 2.3, the simpli�er treats an entire Haskell module (whih

GHC treats as a ompilation unit) as a sequene of bindings, some reursive and

some not. It deals eah of these bindings in turn, just as if they were in a nested

sequene of lets.

4

We ould ertainly do without this name supply, by onjuring up names based on an arbitrary

base name, but it turns out that it an onveniently piggy-bak on the (monadi) plumbing for

the other administrative arguments.
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6.2 The substitution

As we have just seen, the simpli�er (simplExpr) arries along (a) the urrent sub-

stitution, and (b) the set of variables in sope. But sine the simpli�er is busy

transforming the expression and loning variables, we have to be more preise:

� The domain of the substitution is in-variables.

� The in-sope set onsists of out-variables.

But what is the range of the substitution? When used for loning or PostInlineUn-

onditionally the range was an out-expression, but when used in PreInlineUnon-

ditionally the range was an in-expression. We have to distinguish these two ases,

beause an in-expression makes no sense without the substitution in fore at the

original site of that in-expression. Thus we are led to the following de�nition for

the substitution:

type Subst = FiniteMap InVar SubstRng

data SubstRng = DoneEx OutExpr

| SuspEx InExpr Subst

A DoneEx is straightforward, and is used both by the name-loning mehanism, and

by PostInlineUnonditionally. A SuspEx (Susp for \suspended") is used by PreIn-

lineUnonditionally, and pairs an in-expression with the substitution appropriate

to its let binding; you an think of it as a suspended appliation of simplExpr.

Notie that we do not apture the in-sope set as well. Why not? Beause we must

use the in-sope set appropriate to the ourrene site | Setion 7 ampli�es this

point.

6.3 The in-sope set

We mentioned at the beginning of Setion 5 that the simpli�er needs aess to

a let-bound variable's right-hand side at its ourrene site(s). A simple way to

ahieve this is to turn the in-sope set into a �nite mapping:

type InSopeSet = FiniteMap OutVar Definition

data Definition = Unknown

| BoundTo OutExpr OInfo Level

| NotAmong [Const℄

data Level = TopLevel | Nested

Whether or not a variable is in sope an be answered by looking in the domain

of the in-sope set (we still all it a \set" for old times sake). But the range of the

mapping reords what value the variable is bound to:

Unknown is used for variables bound in lambda and ase patterns. We don't know

what value suh a variable is bound to.

BoundTo is used for let bound variables (both reursive and non-reursive), and

reords the right-hand side of the de�nition and the ourrene information left
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with the binding by the ourrene analyser, and whether the binding is a top-

level de�nition or a nested one. All this information is needed when making the

inlining deision at ourrene sites.

NotAmong lists onstants that the variable is not bound to (Setion 6.3.1).

The in-sope set is also a onvenient plae to reord information that is valid in

only part of a variable's sope. Consider:

\x -> ...(ase x of (a,b) -> E)...

When proessing E, but not in the \..." parts, x is known to be bound to (a,b). So,

when proessing the alternative of a ase expression whose srutinee is a variable,

it is easy for the simpli�er to modify the in-sope set to reord x's binding. Why is

this useful? Beause E might ontain another ase expression srutinising x:

...(ase x of (p,q) -> F)...

By inlining (a,b) for x, we an eliminate this ase altogether. This turns out to

be a big win (PJS98).

To summarise, the in-sope set, extended to be an in-sope mapping, plays the

role of a evaluation-state environment. It reords knowledge of the value of eah

in-sope variable, inluding knowledge that may be true for only part of that vari-

able's sope. The nie thing is that this evaluation-state knowledge an elegantly

be arried by the in-sope set, whih we need anyway. The details of the transfor-

mations that exploit that evaluation-state knowledge are beyond the sope of this

paper, but one simple one is this: if a ase expression srutinises a variable whose

value is known, the ase an be eliminated. For example:

ase x of (a,b) ->

....(ase x of (p,q) -> ...) ...

At the inner ase, the value of x is known to be (a,b), so the inner ase an be

eliminated.

6.3.1 The NotAmong variant

The NotAmong variant of the Definition type allows the simpli�er to reord neg-

ative information:

ase x of

Red -> ...

Blue -> ...

Green -> ...

DEFAULT -> E

The DEFAULT alternative mathes any onstrutors other than Red, Blue, and Green.

GHC supports suh DEFAULT alternatives diretly, rather than requiring ase ex-

pressions to be exhaustive, whih is dreadful for large data types. Inside E, what is

known about x? What we know is that it is not bound to Red, Blue, or Green. This

an be useful; if E ontains a ase expression that srutinises x, we an eliminate
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any alternatives that annot possibly math. Similarly, the expression x `seq` F

inside E an be transformed to just F, sine NotAmong implies that x is evaluated

5

.

Even the value NotAmong [℄ is useful: it signals that the variable is evaluated,

without speifying anything about its value.

6.4 The ontext

It should by now be lear that the ontext of an expression plays a key role in inlining

deisions. For example, a funtion that is alled should be inlined more vigorously

than a funtion that is simply passed as an argument to another funtion.

For a long time we passed in a variety of ad ho ags indiating various things

about the ontext, but we have now evolved a muh more satisfatory story. The

ontext is a little like a ontinuation, in that it indiates how the result of the

expression is onsumed. But this ontinuation must not be represented as a funtion

beause we must be able to ask questions of it, as the earlier sub-setions indiate.

So GHC's ontexts are de�ned by the following data type:

data Context

= Stop

| AppCxt InExpr Subst Context

| CaseCxt InVar [InAlt℄ Subst Context

| ArgCxt (OutExpr -> OutExpr)

| InlineCxt Context

The Stop ontext is used when beginning simpli�ation of a lazy funtion argument,

or the right hand side of a let binding. The AppCxt ontext indiates that the

expression under onsideration is to be applied to an argument. The argument is as

yet un-simpli�ed, and must be paired with its substitution. Similarly, the CaseCxt

ontext is used when simplifying the srutinee of a ase expression.

simplExpr simply reurses into the expression, building a ontext \stak" as it

goes. Here, for example, is what simplExpr does for App and Case nodes:

simplExpr sub ins (App f a) ont

= simplExpr sub ins f (AppCxt a sub ont)

simplExpr sub ins (Case e b alts) ont

= simplExpr sub ins e (CaseCxt b alts sub ont)

We have already seen how useful it is to know the ontext of a variable ourrene.

The ontext also makes it easy to perform other transformations, suh as the ase-

of-known-onstrutor transformation:

ase (a,b) of { (p,q) -> E }

==>

let {p=a; q=b} in E

5

The expression E1 `seq` E2 evaluates E1, disards the result, and then evaluates and returns

E2.
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simplExpr just mathes a onstrutor appliation with a CaseCxt ontinuation.

The next ase, ArgCxt, is used when simplifying the argument of a strit funtion

or primitive operator. Here, a genuine, funtional ontinuation is used, beause no

more needs to be known about the ontinuation.

The InlineCxt ontext is disussed in the next subsetion. In pratie, GHC's

simpli�er has another ouple of onstrutors in the Context data type, but they

are more peripheral so we do not disuss them here.

6.5 INLINE pragmas

Like some other languages, GHC allows the programmer to speify that a fun-

tion should be inlined at all its ourrenes using a pragma in the Haskell soure

language:

{-# INLINE f #-}

f x = ...

GHC also allows the Haskell programmer to ask the ompiler to inline a funtion

at a partiular all site, thus:

...(inline f a b)...

The funtion inline has type 8�:� -> �, and is semantially the identity funtion.

Operationally, though, it asks that f be inlined at this all site. Suh per-ourrene

inline pragmas are less ommonly o�ered by ompilers (Bak92).

Both these pragmas are translated to onstrutors in the Note data type, whih

itself an be attahed to an expression (Setion 2.3):

data Note = ...

| InlineMe -- {-# INLINE #-}

| InlinePlease -- inline

If they are so similar in the Core language, why do they appear so di�erent in

Haskell? Haskell allows funtions to be de�ned by pattern-mathing, using multiple

equations, so there is no onvenient syntati plae to ask for f to be inlined every-

where. At an ourrene site, however, it is natural just to use a pseudo-funtion.

The e�ets of InlineMe and InlinePlease are as follows:

� The e�et of InlineMe is to make the enlosed expression look very small,

whih in turn makes the smallEnough prediate reply True. When simplExpr

�nds an InlineMe in a ontext where someBenefit is True, it drops the

InlineMe, beause its work is done.

� The e�et of InlinePlease is to push an InlineCxt onto the ontext stak.

The smallEnough prediate returns True if it �nds suh a ontext, regardless

of the size of the expression.

There is an important subtlety, however. Consider

g = \a b -> ...big...

{-# INLINE f #-}

f = \x -> g x y
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and suppose that this is the only ourrene of g. Should we inline g in f's right

hand side? By no means! The programmer is asking that f be repliated, but not

g! The right thing to do is to swith o� all inlining when proessing the body of an

InlineMe; when f is inlined, then (and only then) g will get its hane.
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7 Implementing the three-phase algorithm

We an now say what happens when the simpli�er enounters a binding

let x = E in B

with substitution subst, and an in-sope set in-sope. It uses the three-phase

strategy desribed in Setion 5, with the following e�et on the substitution and

in-sope set.

PreInlineUnonditionally. The substitution is extended by binding x to

SuspEx E subst. The in-sope set is not hanged.

PostInlineUnonditionally. The substitution is extended by binding x to

DoneEx E', where E' is the simpli�ed version of E. The in-sope set is not

hanged.

Otherwise. If x is not already in sope, the substitution is not hanged, but the

in-sope set is extended by binding x to E'. If x is already in sope, then a

new variable name x' is invented (Setion 4.3); the substitution is extended by

binding x to DoneEx x', and the in-sope set is extended by binding x' to E'.

So muh for what happens at the binding site of a variable. Next we onsider what

happens at its ourrene(s), whih is the third oasion on whih the simpli�er

onsiders inlining.

When the simpli�er enounters the ourrene of a variable, the latter (being an

InVar) must be looked up in the substitution:

simplExpr sub ins (Var v) ont

= ase lookup sub v of

Just (SuspEx e s) -> simplExpr s ins e ont

Just (DoneEx e) -> simplExpr empty ins e ont

Nothing -> allSiteInline ins v ont

There are three ases to onsider. If the substitution maps the variable to a SuspEx,

then the simpli�er is (tail) alled again, passing the aptured substitution, and the

urrent in-sope set. The substitution and the in-sope set usually travel together,

but here they do not. We must use the in-sope set from the ourrene site (beause

that desribes what variables are in sope there), and the substitution from the

de�nition site.

The seond ase is when the variable maps to DoneEx e. In this ase you might

think we were done. But suppose e was a variable. Then we should onsider inlining

it, given the urrent ontext ont, whih may di�er from that at the variable's

de�nition site. What if e was a partial appliation of a funtion? Again, the ontext

might now indiate that the funtion should be inlined. So the simple thing to do

is simply to pass e to simplExpr again.

However, notie that that the substitution must be disarded at this point | we

pass empty to simplExpr| beause the expression e is already an out-expression.

To see why, onsider this example:

\x -> let
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f = x

in

\x -> ...f...

When the binding for f is enountered, PostInlineUnonditionally will extend the

substitution, binding f to DoneEx x. When the inner \x is enountered, the sub-

stitution will again be extended to bind x to DoneEx x1, beause x is already in

sope. Now, at the ourrene of f, we will look up f in the substitution, �nding

DoneEx x. We must not de�nitely not apply the same substitution again, lest we

replae x by x1! The right thing to do is to ontinue with the empty substitution.

The third ase is that the variable v might not not be in the substitution at all

{ for example, it might be a variable that did not need to be renamed. In that

ase, the next thing to do is to onsider inlining it, a task that is performed by

allSiteInline, whih we will disuss next. Before we do, it is worth notiing

two further points. First, the substitution is again disarded (i.e. not passed to

allSiteInline) for the same reason as above. Seond, the variable we previously

thought of as an InVar is now an OutVar. This is one reason that InVar and OutVar

are simply synonyms for Var, rather than being truly distint types.

The ode is simple enough, but it took us a long time before the interplay between

the substitution and the in-sope set beame as simple and elegant as it now is.

7.1 Inlining at an ourrene site

One the simpli�er has found a variable that is not in the substitution (and hene

is an OutVar), we need to deide whether to inline it. The �rst thing to do is to

look up the variable in the in-sope set:

allSiteInline ins v ont

= ase lookup ins v of

Nothing -> error "Not in sope"

Just (BoundTo rhs o lvl)

| inline rhs o lvl ont

-> simplExpr empty ins rhs ont

Just other -> rebuild (Var v) ont

If the value information is BoundTo, and the prediate inline says \yes, go ahead",

we simply tail-all the simpli�er, passing the in-sope set and the empty substitution

(as in the DoneEx ase of the substitution). In all other ases we give up on inlining.

The funtion rebuild, whih we do not disuss further here, simply ombines the

variable with its ontext.

The inline prediate is the interesting bit. It looks �rst at the variable's our-

rene information:

inline :: OutExpr -> OInfo -> Level -> Context -> Bool

inline rhs LoopBreaker lvl ont = False
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inline rhs One lvl ont = error "inline: One"

inline rhs OneInLam lvl ont = whnfOrBot rhs &&

someBenefit rhs lvl ont

inline rhs ManyBranh lvl ont = inlineMulti rhs lvl ont

inline rhs Many lvl ont = whnfOrBot rhs &&

inlineMulti rhs lvl ont

The LoopBreaker ase is obvious. The One ase should never happen, beause

PreInlineUnonditionally will have already inlined the binding.

The OneInLam ase uses the whnfOrBot prediate (Setion 2.2), to ensure that

inlining will not happen if there is any work dupliation. However, as noted in

Setion 2.2, even if the variable ours just one, it is not always a good idea to

inline it. The someBenefit prediate is disussed in Setion 7.2.

The ManyBranh and Many ases deal with the situation where there is more than

one ourrene of the variable. Both make use of inlineMulti to do the bulk of

the work; in addition, Many uses whnfOrBot to avoid work dupliation.

Inidentally, sine whnfOrBot rhs depends only on rhs, it is atually (lazily)

ahed in the BoundTo onstrutor rather than being re-alulated at eah our-

rene site.

7.2 Cheking for bene�ts

The prediate someBenefit tries to guess whether some bene�t will arise from

inlining the expression in a given ontext:

someBenefit :: OutExpr -> Level -> Context -> Bool

It is intended to deal with situations like this:

g = \a -> E

f = \xs -> map g xs

where we suppose that the only all to g is the one in f's right-hand side. Should

we inline g? No! Then we would get

f = \xs -> map (\a -> E) xs

and now we will alloate the lambda abstration (\a -> E) eah time f is alled.

Nothing gained by inlining, but something is lost.

Here is another example:

f = \x -> let g = \y -> E

h = \a b -> (g y, g z)

in ...
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There is very little point in inlining g at its two all sites, beause we an guarantee

that no new transformations (beyond those already performed on E itself) will be

enabled by doing so; the only saving is the all to g, and there is a ode dupliation

ost to pay. How do we know that no transformations will be enabled? Beause:

(a) the arguments y and z are lambda-bound and hene uninformative; and (b) the

result of both alls are simply stored in a data struture.

So someBenefit rhs lvl ont returns True if any of the following holds:

(a) The expression rhs is a onstrutor, and the ontext ont srutinises the on-

strutor with a ase. In this ase, inlining will allow us to eliminate the ase.

(b) The expression is a funtion (lambda abstration), and at least one of the

arguments in the ontext is a non-trivial expression, or is a variable with value

information other than Unknown.

() The expression is a funtion, and after onsuming enough arguments from the

ontext to satisfy the lambdas at the top of the funtion, the remaining ontext

srutinises the result with a ase, or applies the result to further arguments.

(d) The expression is a Nested funtion, and the ontext has enough arguments

to saturate the lambdas in the funtion. In this ase, inlining the funtion may

derease alloation by eliminating the nested binding (whih would otherwise

lead to alloation), and without inreasing alloation at the all sites. This is the

main reason we reord the Level in the funtion's Definition.

As an example of (d), onsider this:

f = \xs -> let g = \y -> x+y

in

zipWith (\a b -> g b a) xs xs

Should we inline g? It's alling ontext is ompletely uninteresting, but if we inline

it we an eliminate g's binding altogether, giving:

f = \xs -> zipWith (\a b -> a+b) xs xs

If g had been a TopLevel de�nition, however, we would have had no alloation

bene�t to trade for the inrease in ode size, simply the elimination of the all

itself. A Nested de�nition is also likely to have fewer all sites than a top-level one,

and we have to inline at all of them to eliminate the de�nition.

Notie that if a variable is the argument of a onstrutor, someBenefit will

return False, and so the variable will not be inlined, thus maintaining the trivial-

onstrutor-argument invariant (Setion 2.2).

7.3 Inlining multiple-ourrene variables

Now we are left with the ase of inlining a variable that ours many times.

inlineMulti :: OutExpr -> Level -> Context -> Bool

inlineMulti rhs lvl ont

= noSizeInrease rhs ont

|| (someBenefit rhs lvl ont && smallEnough rhs ont)
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smallEnough is the funtion that every inliner has: is the funtion small enough to

inline? We disuss noSizeInrease in the next setion.

The all to someBenefit prevents inlining if there is no bene�t (even if

smallEnough would have returned True).

Even if there is no diret bene�t, however, it is still worth while inlining the

funtion if the result of doing so is no bigger than the all (App92). That is what

the prediate noSizeInrease tests. Again, one might expet this ase to be rare,

but it isn't. For example, Haskell data onstrutors are urried funtions, but in

GHC's intermediate language onstrutor appliations are saturated (Setion 2.3).

We bridge this gap by produing a funtion de�nition for eah onstrutor suh as:

ons = \x xs -> Cons {x,xs}

where the Cons {x,xs} is the saturated onstrutor appliation. (In reality there

are a few type abstrations and appliations too, but the idea is the same.) These

de�nitions also make a onvenient plae to perform argument evaluation (and per-

haps unboxing) for strit onstrutors. For the simple de�nitions, suh as ons, it is

learly better to inline the de�nition, even in the ase when someBenefit is False.

7.4 Size matters

We have now �nally arrived at the smallEnough prediate, the main aspet of this

paper for whih there is a reasonable (albeit small) literature. We do not laim any

new ontribution here, though (unlike some proposals) smallEnough is ontext-

sensitive:

smallEnough :: Expr -> Context -> Bool

For the reord, however, the algorithm is as follows. We ompute the size of the

funtion body (having �rst split o� its formal parameters, namely the lambdas at

the top). From this size we subtrat:

� The size of the all.

� An argument disount for eah argument (extrated from the ontext) that (a)

has evaluation-state information other than Unknown, and (b) is srutinised

by a ase, or applied to an argument, in the funtion body.

� A result disount if someBenefit is True and the funtion body returns an

expliit onstrutor or lambda.

Atually, the two disounts are multiplied by a keenness fator, to allow us to ex-

periment with the weighting given to the disounts. If the result of this omputation

is smaller than the inline threshold, then we inline the funtion:

Inline the funtion i�

(Body-size� Size-of-all�Keenness �Disounts) � Threshold

The argument disount, result disount, keenness fator, and inline threshold are

all settable from the ommand line, though we expet that only experts will wish

to do so. Santos gives more details of GHC's heuristis in Setion 6.3 of his thesis

(San95).
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Fig. 5. E�et of inlining threshold on alloations and binary size

7.5 Measurements

As mentioned in Setion 7.4, our implementation makes use of an \inline threshold"

and a \keenness fator" to determine whether a given expression is small enough

to inline. Figure 5 shows the e�et of di�erent inlining strategies on the amount of

memory alloation done by several test programs, and also the size of the binary

generated by the ompiler. We measure alloations rather than run-time beause

we have found that both values tend to vary together, but measuring alloations is

repeatable. Our measurements are obtained by taking the geometri mean of the

normalised alloations and binary sizes from 18 test programs taken from the \real"

setion of the no�b test suite.

The strategies we measured were applied to the program only; the libraries in all

ases were ompiled with the default inlining settings. The measurements we took

were:

� No inlining at all. This is likely to produe poor results, beause the ompiler is

built around the assumption that ertain essential inlining will be performed,

even when all other optimisation is disabled.

� Inlining of onstrutor wrappers only.

� Keenness zero, threshold zero. This should ause the ompiler to inline only

when it an be sure that doing so will redue the ode size; the keenness of

zero means that possible subsequent transformations will not be taken into

aount.
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� Keenness 1.5, threshold zero. Inlinings that redue the ode size may happen,

disounts for possible subsequent transformations are taken into aount.

� Keenness 1.5, threshold 8 (this is the default setting). Inreasing the threshold

to 8 allows inlinings that may inrease the ode size slightly.

� Keenness 1.5, threshold 16.

The atual values for the threshold are fairly arbitrary, and are a�eted by some

of the other parameters: disounts for evaluated arguments and so on.

The results shown here aren't partiularly dramati; this is partly due to the

fat that the libraries weren't reompiled eah time. Any time spent in library ode

will be bene�tting from the normal inlining behaviour. Nevertheless, we ahieve a

respetable 30% speedup with the default settings.

There is a rather pronouned jump in performane as soon as we move to a

non-zero keeness fator. This appears to be the point at whih ertain important

inlinings (suh as integer arithmeti operations) start to happen.

The e�ets on binary size are small, but there is a pronouned \dip" in the

results. Early on, bene�ial inlinings lead to further transformations with a net

redution in ode size. Beyond a ertain point, fewer inlinings are bene�ial, leading

to an inrease in the binary size. Ideally, we should be aiming to ahieve maximum

performane at the same point as the smallest binary size; in fat the maximum

performane point is reahed slightly later. This simply means that our heuristis

for deiding when an inlining is bene�ial aren't perfet; sometimes we have to

inline \blind" and see what happens.
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8 Related work

There is a modest literature on inlining applied to imperative programming lan-

guages, suh as C and FORTRAN | some reent examples are (DH92; CMCH92;

CHT91; CHT92). In these works the fous is exlusively on proedures de�ned at

the top level. The bene�ts are found to be fairly modest (in the 10-20% range), but

the ost in terms of ode bloat is also very modest. Considerable attention is paid

to the e�et on arhiteture-spei� e�ets, suh as ahe behaviour and register

pressure in larger basi bloks, whih we do not onsider at all.

It seems self-evident that the bene�ts of inlining are strongly related to both

language and programming style. Funtional languages enourage the use of ab-

strations, so the bene�ts of inlining are likely to be greater. Indeed, Appel reports

bene�ts in the range 15-25% for the Standard ML of New Jersey ompiler (App92),

while Santos reports average bene�ts of around 40% for Haskell programs (San95).

Chambers reports truly dramati fators of 4 to 55 for his SELF ompiler (Cha92);

SELF takes abstration very seriously indeed!

The most detailed and immediately-relevant work we have found is for two

Sheme ompilers. Waddell and Dybvig reports performane improvements of 10-

100% in the Chez Sheme ompiler (WD97), while Serrano found a more modest

15% bene�t for the Bigloo Sheme ompiler (Ser95; Ser97). Both use a dynami,

e�ort/size budget sheme to ontrol termination. The Chez Sheme inliner uses an

expliitly-enoded ontext parameter that plays exatly the role of our Context

(Setion 6.4).

A ompletely di�erent approah to the inlining problem is disussed by Appel

and Jim (AJ97). In this paper the fous is on inlining funtions that are alled

preisely one, something that we have been very onerned with. Appel and Jim

show that this transformation, along with a handful of others (inluding dead-

ode elimination), are normalising and onuent, a very desirable property. Their

fous is then on �nding an eÆient algorithm for applying the transformations

exhaustively. Their solution involves adjusting the results of the ourrene analysis

phase as transformations proeed. Their initial algorithm has worst-ase quadrati

omplexity, but they also propose a more subtle (and unimplemented) linear-time

variant. We too are onerned about eÆient appliation of transformation rules,

but our set of transformations is muh larger, and inludes general inlining, so their

results are not diretly appliable to our setting. Nevertheless, it is a unique and

inspiring approah.

Copious measurements of many transformations in GHC (not only inlining) an

be found in Santos's thesis (San95); although these measurements are now sev-

eral years old, we believe that the general outlines are unlikely to have hanged

dramatially. Another paper ontains briefer, but more up-to-date, measurements

(PJS98).

This paper has foused on the task of ompiling a lazy, purely funtional lan-

guage, but almost all of it applies to strit, impure languages as well. From an

inlining point of view the prinipal di�erene is that only values (lambda abstra-
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tions, onstrutors, variables) an be inlined freely. Non-values need more areful

treatment:

let x = f y in ...x...

Even if x ours exatly one in its sope, it is only valid to inline it if funtion

f has no side e�ets. Sophistiated ompilers for suh languages may perform an

e�ets analysis to identify suh funtions.
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9 Conlusion

This paper has told a long story. Inlining seems a relatively simple idea, but in

pratie it is ompliated to do a good job. The main ontribution of the paper is

to set down, in sometimes-gory detail, the lessons that we have learned over nearly

a deade of tuning our inliner. Everyone who tries to build a transformation-based

ompiler has to grapple with these issues but, beause they are not risp or sexy,

there is almost no literature on the subjet. This paper is a modest attempt to

address that lak.
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